The loss of intervocalic short /h/ in Estonian
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ABSTRACT

Estonian is a Finno-Ugric language that is characterised by the voicing or loss of both word-initial and intervocalic short /h/. The present paper aims to determine the acoustic characteristics of Estonian words where a short intervocalic /h/ has been lost. Disyllabic CVhV-words where the loss of /h/ has occurred are analysed. Two tendencies have been found: the loss of /h/ results either in a long monophthong or diphthong (CVV) or in a boundary between two vowels (CV.V). In most cases, the duration of V2 is longer than V1 but there are also variants where the loss of /h/ has lengthened the duration of the first vowel. Variants with a boundary are characterised by a slight dip in intensity between two vowels. Both variants’ pitch contours resemble those of Estonian quantity 3 words that are characterised by an early F0 turning point and falling pitch in accented words.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Previous studies have shown that the voicing of short intervocalic unvoiced obstruents occurs quite frequently in Estonian [1]. Ermus [2, p. 36] pointed out that the reduction of short intervocalic plosives can result in this loss: for velar /k/ in 6% and alveolar /t/ in 4% of all analysed tokens.

Estonian /h/ is a voiceless glottal fricative. Teras [1] has suggested that the main variant of short intervocalic /h/ is its voiced variant: this occurred in 70% of analysed tokens. However, it appears that the loss of intervocalic short /h/ is also quite frequent: the reduction of /h/ resulted in a complete loss in 21% of analysed tokens and, additionally, in 3% of cases in complete loss and vowel shortening. This loss occurs first of all in informal situations, it is more frequent in the speech of male speakers and in unaccented words [1].

Voicing and loss or elision of consonants have both been connected with the term lenition, which means that the constriction degree or length of a consonant reduces as the result of minimising more effort-demanding articulatory gestures [3, pp. 313–314]. This phenomenon is well-known in the world’s languages and the most typical context for it is intervocalic [3, p. 314]. Garellek et al. have analysed the voicing of glottal consonants and found that “both [h] and [fi] are likely to be as voiced as breathy vowels” [4, p. 23].

Melero García [5, p. 11] has shown that complete loss of intervocalic /d/ in Madrid Spanish leads to changes in intensity curves. Intervocalic /d/ was completely lost in 14% of analysed words, and in most cases, there was a slight dip in intensity between vowels (intensity ratio between 0.95 and 1). A study on the elision of /h/ in the Shirazi dialect of Persian shows that this loss occurs in weak positions (intervocalic, coda, clusters) and lengthens the preceding vowel [6]. Davidson [7] has shown that in Hawaiian in some cases an intervocalic glottal stop is realised – among other variants (e.g., creaky voice, full glottal closure) – as an intensity dip. The percentage of such cases was slightly greater when the flanking vowels were identical.

Recent studies on the South Estonian Leivu dialect have shown that in Leivu the loss of intervocalic short /h/ has led to the development of broken tone [8], [9]. Compared to plain tone words, broken tone words in Leivu are characterised by longer vowel duration (the first vowel is often lengthened), an intensity dip between two vowels, a more consistent early F0 turning point, and in some cases by a laryngealisation period during the second vowel. Loss of intervocalic short /h/ has also been considered to be one reason for the development of broken tone in Livonian [9], [10] and the South Estonian Lutsi dialect [11].

Teras [1] has made observations about tendencies in the pronunciation of words where /h/ has been lost: originally disyllabic quantity 1 (Q1) CVhV-words (e.g., kohe [kohe] ‘immediately’) are pronounced either as monosyllabic quantity 3 (Q3) CVV-words, where the syllable nucleus is a long monophthong or diphthong (e.g., kohe [ko:e]), or they are pronounced with a boundary so that the first syllable vowel lengthens (e.g., kohe [ko:e]). However, no closer acoustic analysis of such variants has yet been done and it is not known how frequently such variants occur and whether some other variants are possible.

The present study aims to determine what acoustically characterises the variants of CVhV-words where the loss of intervocalic short /h/ occurs. The research questions are as follows:
(1) What variants result from the loss of /h/ and what is their percentage?
(2) What characterises vowel duration and duration ratios in these variants?
(3) What can be said about the F0 contours of the variants?
(4) How often does the dip in intensity occur between two vowels?

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Phonetic Corpus of Estonian Spontaneous Speech [12] was used for data retrieval. The corpus contained 77 hours of speech from 111 speakers at the time of data retrieval. The corpus is manually segmented both on the word level (annotated using Estonian orthography) and segmental level (annotated using SAMPA transcription). Disyllabic CVhV-words were searched for at the word level. The same material as in Teras [1] was used for acoustic analysis, but variants with consonant loss were reinspected and two misanalysed variants were left out.

In Estonian, there are 9 vowels (close [i y u], mid [e ø y o], open [æ ø]), that occur in the primary stressed first syllable, and 5 of these [i u e o ð] occur in successive syllables. The second syllable /e/ is often pronounced lower: [ɛ] ~ [æ]. [13] The current material did not contain [o] in the first syllable or [ɔ] in the second syllable.

There are three quantity degrees in Estonian: words with short stressed syllables are Q1 and those with long stressed syllables are Q2 or Q3. All monosyllabic words are considered to be Q3, e.g., maa [maal] ‘land, earth’, kae [kæ:] ‘cataract’. The three quantity degrees are differentiated by the duration ratios of syllables (2/3, 3/2, and 3/1, respectively), and Q2 and Q3 are additionally differentiated by the location of the F0 turning point (late or early). See, e.g., [13], [14]. CVhV-words are Q1 where both vowels are phonologically short. However, Q1 words are characterised by the lengthening of the second syllable vowel (V1/V2 ratio 0.5–0.8), e.g., raha [rɑːhɑ] ‘money’.

Of all CVhV-words (1173), there were 250 tokens where a loss of /h/ occurred (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variant</th>
<th>Number of tokens</th>
<th>No intensity dip</th>
<th>Intensity dip</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CVV</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV1V2</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>162</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These tokens were analysed acoustically using Praat [15]. The duration of all segments was measured. In the case of two different vowels, the boundary was set dividing the transition between the two vowels in half. When /h/ between two identical vowels was lost, a dip in intensity was used to mark the boundary.

Fundamental frequency and intensity were measured from the beginning of the first vowel and the end of the second vowel, and also from the turning point (TP) where the F0 or intensity started to fall. The location of the TP was calculated as a percent of the total duration of the vowels. If there was a dip in intensity during the vowels, then an intensity minimum of the first and the second vowel was measured as well as an intensity minimum during the dip. See an example of segmentation and annotation in Figure 1.

Figure 1. An example of segmentation and annotation of the word kohe [koˑe] ‘immediately’ (a male speaker). A sound wave, spectrogram, intensity contour (solid black line), F0 contour (dotted white line, scale 60–180 Hz). The annotation shows four tiers: word, sounds, F0 (V1, V2 – the beginning and the end, TP – the turning point), and intensity (V1, V2 – maximum, TP - minimum) measurement points.

Statistical analysis was carried out in R [16]. Descriptive statistics included the mean and median values. Average F0 values were calculated separately for female and male speakers. The chi-square test was used to determine significant associations between variants and linguistic factors: accentuation (levels: accented, unaccented), V1 and V2 (levels: close, mid, open), utterance position (levels: initial, medial, final), and adjacent vowels (levels: different, identical).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Variants and duration ratios

Intervocalic /h/ can be lost between two identical or two different vowels. It appears that the loss of intervocalic /h/ results in four variants. The average duration of segments in these variants is shown in
Figure 2 and the duration ratios of vowels in the three variants are given in Figure 3.
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**Figure 2.** Sound durations (C1, V1, V2) for four variants of CVhV words where intervocalic /h/ has been lost.
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**Figure 3.** The duration ratio of V1/V2 for three variants: longer V1 than V2 (35 tokens), similar duration for V1 and V2 (48 tokens), shorter V1 than V2 (101 tokens).

The variants are as follows:

1. Two identical vowels are pronounced as a long monophthong (VV 152 ms);
2. V1 is longer than V2 (V1 93 ms, V2 69 ms, V1/V2 = 1.35);
3. Two vowels have similar duration (V1 76 ms, V2 77 ms, V1/V2 = 0.99);
4. V1 is shorter than V2 (V1 67 ms, V2 94 ms, V1/V2 = 0.73).

Two identical vowels were pronounced in most cases as a long monophthong (66 tokens, 26% of all tokens). However, there were an additional 22 tokens with a dip in intensity between two identical vowels. These tokens were grouped into three variants.

The most frequent variant is the variant where V1 is shorter than V2 (41% of all tokens). This vowel duration ratio (0.73) is characteristic of Estonian Q1 words [14] but also of the vowel duration ratio for diphthongs in Q3 words where V2 tends to be longer than V1 [17], e.g., *lai* [lai] ‘broad’. It can be hypothesised that listeners would perceive these tokens as Q3 words.

In 14% of all tokens, the duration of V1 was longer than the duration of V2 (ratio: 1.35). Lengthening of the preceding vowel resulting from the loss of intervocalic /h/ has also been found in the South Estonian Leivu dialect [8] and in the Shirazi dialect of Persian [6]. In 19% of all tokens, V1 and V2 had quite similar durations (ratio: 0.99).

When the percentage of accented to unaccented tokens is similar (44% vs. 56%) for tokens with shorter V1 than V2, then there is a smaller percentage of accented than unaccented words (40% vs. 60%) for tokens with longer V1 than V2 and with a similar duration for V1 and V2. However, the chi-square test shows no significant association between the variants and accentuation or between other linguistic factors.

3.2. Pitch contours

Previous research has shown that Estonian accented Q1 and Q2 words are characterised by a late F0 TP in the stressed syllable followed by an F0 fall in the second syllable, whereas accented Q3 words have an early F0 TP followed by a fall already in the stressed syllable (e.g., [14]). Unaccented words do not have F0 TP and their contours are flat [14].

The current material contained 109 accented and 141 unaccented words. All accented words had a falling pitch contour. In unaccented words, the pitch contours were rather flat: on average there was only a slight fall from beginning to end (12–15 Hz). In 13 unaccented tokens, the pitch rose slightly (8–19 Hz).

The pitch contours of accented words will be analysed in more detail next. In Figure 4, the location of F0 TP can be seen. In accented words, in almost all cases (96 tokens, 88% of accented tokens) an early F0 TP occurred at 25% of the total vowel duration. In only 13 tokens (12% of accented tokens), the TP occurred late at 61% of the total vowel duration.
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**Figure 4.** The location of the F0 turning point in accented words.

Figure 5 shows the average F0 contours of tokens where there was an early F0 TP (average values were calculated separately for female and male speakers). The F0 range from the beginning to the end is 32–36
It can be said that the F0 contours of these words are similar to Estonian Q3 words that are also characterised by an early F0 turning point [14].

The chi-square test shows a significant association between the dip and accentuation with a small effect size ($\chi^2 = 4.67$, df = 1, $p < 0.05$, Cramer’s $V = 0.137$), and between the dip and preceding vowel with a small effect size ($\chi^2 = 11.47$, df = 2, $p < 0.05$, Cramer’s $V = 0.214$). Pearson’s residuals suggest that the dip occurs more than expected in accented words and when preceded by an open vowel. No other significant associations were found.

4. CONCLUSION

Lenition of intervocalic obstruents is well-known in the world’s languages. Its final stage is complete elision or loss. The loss of intervocalic short plosives and /h/ occurs in Estonian. When an intervocalic /h/ between two identical vowels is lost, in most cases the two vowels are pronounced as a long monophthong but in some cases, there is a dip in intensity between the vowels, and in most cases, V2 is longer than V1. The latter is most characteristic also of variants where an intervocalic /h/ is lost between two different vowels. The ratio of V1/V2 in such variants is 0.73. Such a ratio also characterises diphthongs in Q3 words. However, the loss of /h/ can also lengthen the first syllable. The two vowels can also have quite similar durations (V1/V2 ratio 0.99).

Accented words, where an intervocalic /h/ has been lost, are characterised by an early F0 TP, which is also characteristic of Estonian Q3 words. The intensity turning point is also early in most cases, but in 22% of analysed tokens, there was a slight dip in intensity between the two vowels (the ratio of the intensity minimum and two intensity maximums of vowels was 0.97). The dip in intensity occurs more in accented than in unaccented words and after an open vowel.

It can be concluded that loss of intervocalic /h/ can result in a prosodic change: originally disyllabic Q1 words are pronounced like monosyllabic Q3 words with open long syllables where the second vowel lengthens and F0 is falling. However, there are also variants where the loss of /h/ lengthens the first vowel, resulting in a different pattern of duration ratios for the two adjacent vowels and most likely indicating that there can still be a syllable boundary between the two vowels despite the loss of /h/. The dip in intensity that was found in some tokens also seems to refer to such a boundary.
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